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HAPPY TEACHER’S DAY
On this occasion, I pay tributes to Dr.S. Radhakrishnan.Indian stands obliged for his contribution to our educational philosophy. I
extend heartiest wishes to the teachers, the makers of the future.
Nelson Mandela said, “Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”
And our ‘Teachers’ empower and sharpen this weapon. Without Teachers it is impossible to imagine a peaceful and happy
human society. Without an effective role performed by the teachers in creating a powerful Human Resource a Nation cannot
attain progress and prosperity. Teachers are the pillars of strength for building a strong nation.
Right from the onset of a knowledge thirsty human civilised society, teachers have occupied the role of the guides and mentors.
A society takes the path its teachers guide it to. IN India Teachers have always been highly respected and valued for their
pivotal role played in the formation of an individual personality and shaping the destiny of the society. We have always believed
that a teacher is never ordinary. The modern world believes in what we always said, as Ivan Weston Fitzwater said, “The future
of the world is in my classroom today “.
Teachers have always prepared the generations to bring positive change in society. In today’s challenging times they don’t only
have to impart knowledge of syllabus only but also have to inculcate values in students and make them learn life skills. It’s so
appreciable to observe that our teachers are impressively carrying out this mammoth task.
The teachers have further been challenged to play their role when this unexpected and unforeseen global scenario emerged
with the outbreak of COVID 19 pandemic which has left the world aghast, helpless and depressed. A number of unexpected and
unwelcome changes have affected the life of individual and community alike.
TEACHERS ARE AMONGST THOSE WHO HAVE EMERGED AS SAVIOURS in this situation. They have really helped parents by
bringing relief to them about the education of their wards. Online teaching was an absolutely new challenge which our teachers
have taken up and faced so well. They have so readily learnt using the technology and new communication platforms and have
changed the face of teaching. These heroes have pulled out students from uncertainty and hopelessness.
It makes me proud to have such a devoted team of teachers who have left no stone unturned in performing this massive task
successfully. They have been warriors and have come off with flying colours. They are HEROES.
Kudos to the wonderful team...Salutes to the efforts!!
Happy Teachers Day again!
Keep enlightening!
Keep changing lives!
Keep on making the world a better place!

Regards,
Mr. Kapil Dev Shukla
Principal (MRPS)

